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Abstract 
Stavrakas, N-9 Bounded sets and finite visibility, Topology and its Applications 42 (1991) 1!59- 164. 
Let B be a Banach space which is uniformly smooth and uniformly rotund. It is prokcn that if 
SC B is bounded and has the finite visibility property, then the norm closure of S has the finite 
visibility property and is in fact starshaped. 
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1. Introduction 
Edelstein, Keener and 
. 
,n a B.rrnach space B that 
O’Brien show in [4] that if is a closed and bounded set 
has an equivalent uniformly smooth and uniformly rotund 
norm, then Krasnosselsky’s convexity separation lemma holds for S. They then 
apply this result to show that S is starshaped if and only if the set of regular 
of S has the finite visibility property. If S c B is merely assumed to be bounded, 
then regular points may not exist. The present investigation was motivated by seeking 
a natural condition on S in order that the closure of S be starshaped and by the 
work of Breen [2]. 
We first establish an analogue of Krasnosselsky’s convexity separation lemma 
which does not require the existence of regular points and use this to establish the 
result stated in the abstract. In-recent related work Beer and Klee prove in [I] that 
a normed linear space is refIexive if and only whenever { S,}z=, is a sequence of 
closed and bounded starshaped sets with lim,,+oc X is starshaped (the 
limit is in the sense of the 
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In Section 2 we give the definitions and symbols 
results are stated in Section 3 while in Sections 4 
stated results. 
2. Symbols and definitions 
that are used in the paper. The 
and 5 proofs are given for the , 
Let B be a Banach space with norm 11 II= Let S(0, I), B(O, 1) and O(0, I) denote 
(X 1 llxll= I}, {x 1 Ilx II G 1) and (x 1 Ilx II c l}, respectively. If S is a set and x E S let 
conv S, St(x, S) and Ker S denote, respectively, the convex hull of S, {y 1 [x, y] c S} 
and (z 1 [z, y] c S, for all ~7 ES}. If D c S, then St( D, S) = lJXE D St(x, S). If Ker S Z 0, 
then S is said to be starshaped. 
B is said to be uniformly rotund if and only if given E > 0 there exists S(E) > 0 
such that I - /$(x+y)ll~ S whenever Ilx-yll a E and 1 = llxll= Ilyll. B is said to be 
uniformly smooth if and only if given E > 0 there exists S(E) > 0 so that 1 - Ilf( x + y ) II s 
~llx-yll whenever II-u-yll s 6 and I = llxll= Ilyll. 
B is said to be uniformly Frechet differentiable if the limit lim,,, (Ilx + ty II- Ilxll)/ t 
is approached uniformly as x and y vary simultaneously over S(0, 1). 
B is said to be rotund if {x I Ilx iI= 1) contains no line segment. B is said to be 
s,zzooGr if each boundary point of B(0, 1) !~as a unique hyperp!ane of support. If 
B is smooth and v E S(0, l), let fV denote the unique linear functional of norm 1 
with h(v) = I. Also for any ar > 0 let fU = ar denote {x 1 f”(x) = a}, and S*(O, I) 
denotes the unit sphere in the dual space. 
If SC’ B, then S’, S, bd S, and int S denote the complement of S, the closure of 
S, the boundary of S, and the interior of S, respectively. If x E B, let p(x, S) denote 
inf(lix - ~111 s E S) and if :$ c B and E > 0, then -4, = {I E B I&~, I) < E}. Let 
p(S, T) = infills - tll Is E S, t E T}. 
Finally if e > p > 0, then 
B(Y,&)=(x~BlIlx-YII~&}, 
s<Y,&)={X~BlIlx-YIl=&}, 
O(Y,&)={x~BIIlx-Yll<&}, 
An(P,&)={xEBIP~llxll~&}. 
3. The results 
We first consider 
Lemma 3.1 (Separation Lemma). Let B be a Banach space which is uniformly rotund 
and uniformly smooth. Then given E, r, 0 < E < 1 < r, there exists S( E, r) > 0 such that 
whenever vE S(0, 1) then B(O, E) and conv St( K, R) can be strictly separated by 
~,F#+E) whereR=An(l,r) and#=B(q6)(7R. 
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Lemma 3.1 is closely related to the finite dimensional separation lemma of 
Krasnosselsky [5] and the infinite dimensional generalization of this lemma due to 
Edelstein, Keener and O’Brien [4]. 
Theorem 3.2. (Helly-Type Theorem). Let S c B be bounded where B is Q Banach 
space that is uniformly smooth and uniformly rotund. Then s is starshaped if S has 
the finite visibility property (i.e., given A c S, card A < +a, there exists xA E S such 
that for each x E A, [x& x] c S). 
4. Proof of Lemma 3.1 
It is well known that uniform smoothness is equivalent to uniform Frechet 
differentiability. Thus we may take B as being uniformly Frechet differentiable. Let 
t E S(0, 1). Since S(0, 1) is smooth there exists a unique supporting linear functional 
fi of norm 1 such that f;(t) = 1. By a result of Cudia [3, Corollary 4.12, p. 3041 the 
mapping F: S(0, 1) + S*(O, 1) given by F(t) =f, is uniformly continuous where the 
relative norm topologies are taken on both S(0, 1) and S*(O, 1). 
If t E S(0, 1), let H, = {k IJ( k) = 1). Let r > 8 > 0 and let H: be defined by B( t, r) n 
H,. We assert hat there exists a > 0 (dependent only on r and e) such that given 
any h, t E S(0, 1) satisfying llh - tll c (r then H: c (Hr)0 (recall A@ = 
blPk Awv). 
To indicate how to obtain this, since r and 0 are given with r > 8 > 0 choose k > 0 
so that (i) O<k(l+r)/(l-k(l+r))<e/(l+r) and (ii) k<l/(l+r). Since F is 
uniformly continuous there exists o c r so that if t, h E S(0, 1) and 11 t - h II < a, then 
Iv;1 -fill c k Let XE H: and let p = l/$,(x). Note fh(px) = 1. 
We then have: 
16(x) -frwI s llh -.a llxll 
s kIMI 
~WlI+llx -rll> 
d k( 1+ r). 
Now rewrite (1) as 
This and (ii) give 
Ocl-k(l+r)<f,(x)<l+k(l+r). 
0) 
(2) 
(3) 
Then 
IP-II= If&-l 
11 -hb)I 
= I.t&?I 
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Then by (2) and (3) 
Ip-ll< k(l+r) A!__ 
I-k(l+r)<l+r 
(4) 
by ( 1). Then 
(5) 
(6) 
Thus (6) yields px E Hr and (5) gives x E (H&. Thus, 
Choose a positive numberj so that 1/(4j) < 3~ and l/j < (1 - ~)/3. Then there exists 
& > 0 with & < l/(Sj) so that if ]]!I - t]] < & and h, t E S(0, l), then (H:‘)c 
( HXr)ll(4jl . Since S(0, 1) is uniformly smooth there exists & > 0 so that if h, t E S(0, 1) 
and ]]!I-t]l<&, then l-ll~(h+t)ll<$Ilh-tll. Now choose &>O with 6,~ 
min{&, a&}. Since S(0, 1) is uniformly rotund there exist 6, > 0 so that if h, ? E S(0, 1) 
and ]]h-t!!~6 H, then 1 - ]I:( h + t ) !! 2 6,. Finally, choose 6 = min(&, 6,). 
If v E S(0, 1) let Ift, be the unique hyperplane containing v and supporting B(0, 1). 
Let Hz= Ht, - (i( 1 - E))v. By the uniform rotundity of B and since l/j < f( 1 - E) 
one may verify that Hz fl (Ho))/(2j) = 0. Note H: is given by J, = f(2+ e). Let s E K. 
We would next claim that Hz fl St(s, R) = 0. Suppose not and let d E Hz fl St(s, R). 
Now consider the line segment [d, v]. Note that [d, v] fl O(0, 1) Z 0 for otherwise 
if I is the line generated by [d, v], then I fl B(0, 1) = {v} and then by a support 
theorem there is a hyperplane L, L # Ho, containing 1 and supporting B(0, 1) at v 
contradicting that B(0, 1) is smooth at v. Clearly, [d, v) fl S(0, 1) consists of a single 
point w. We would next assert that I] w - v II < 6,+ 
Suppose II w - vll 3 SR. Then 1 - ]I!( w + v)ll3 6, which implies O(f(w + I+ E,) rr 
O(0, 1)~ CSt(K R)]‘ which is a contradiction since O($( w + v), 6,) fl [d, s] Z 0 and 
[d, S]C St(K, I?). Thus we have that Ilw- 011 c SR. 
Consider the plane P generated by the origin and the line segment [w, v]. Let C 
denote the arc obtained by radially projecting the segment [w, v] on the two 
dimensional sphere S(0, 1) fl I? Let c E C, c # v and c # w. We wish to place a bound 
on how large II v - cl1 can be. To accomplish this let x0 = v, x, = w and define a 
sequence {Xi}E, of points in C in the fol!owing inductive manner: 
Let proj( ) denote the radial projection map and if a, b E C let arc( a, b) denote 
the arc from a to b in C, excluding a and b. Then 
(I) Define x2 = proj($( x0+ x,)). 
(II) Ifxi = C, define Xi+t = C. If not, then CE arC(Xi-2, x.) or c E arc(Xi, xi_,). In the 
former case, let Xi+! = prOj(i(Xi + Xi->)) and in the latter ‘let xi+1 = proj(i(xi + xi-l). 
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Then by construction limi_,W xi = c. Thus 
lb-clle:* II&+,- xi ll . Then we note II w - t, II = Ilx, - x011 < & < min($S, f&} < 6,. 
Then by construction and uniform smoothness 
II x2 -x1 ii s iix2 -t(x,+x,)ll+ ll~(~o+~~)-~,li 
In general, an induction yields for i 2 I 
II X- 1+1 -Xi II S ($)iS,. 
Thus 
IIV-cl1 s : @%, =4& <4$= s,. 
i=O 
Consider the line segment [w, ZJ] and note that [w, v] has a unique element of 
smallest norm say q, q # w, q # v. Let q* = (l/]lq]l)q. Then q* =proj(q) and by 
previous remarks II v - q*ll< 6,. A further consequence of uniform rotundity and 
smoothness i that the line !* supporting P fl S(0, 1) containing q* is parallel to the 
segment [w, v]. By an argument similar to one given previously, if Hq* is the unique 
hyperplane supporting S(0, 1) at q* we must have Z* c H4” (otherwise we would 
contradict smoothness at q*). Let d* = d + (q* - q) and note that d* E Z*. Then 
(A) lld - d*ll= Ils - s*ll, 
(B) llq-q*1l~llq-~ll+lI~-q*ll~~~+S,~zS,~~(~/(~~))=~/(~j), 
(C) Ilq*-d*ll=IId-q11<lld-vll~lld-sll+Ils-vll<r+sR<2~. 
Now by (C) we have that d* E H$. Since ]I v - q*ll c 6, we have that H$ c (H’,r) l/(aj) 
and by (A) and (B) we have that lld -a*11 < l/(4$) and so d E (H9,‘) which is a 
contradiction since d E l-4 $ and Hz f7 (HE’) 1/(2j) = 0. 
Thus we have that St@, R) fl Hz = 0. It now follows that St(s, R) is contained in 
an open half space of Ht containing v and not containing x, say (HE)+. Then since 
s E K was arbitrary we have that conv St( K, R) c (Hz)+. Since Hz = (fv c f(2+ E)) 
it follows that fU = i( 1 + E) strictly separates B(0, E) and conv St( K, R). 
Define a family 9 by 9 = {conv St(x, S) 1 x E s). Note each element of 9 is a 
weakly closed bounded set. Since is reflexive ach element of 9 is weakly compact. 
Since S has the finite visibility property 9 has the ite intersection 
each element of 9 is a subset of G?? and Gcs ~5 weakly csmpa~! gre m_:st 
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have n9 # (6. Let x E n% We claim x E Ker ‘s. Suppose not. Then there exists y E'S 
with [x, y] q ‘s. Let S(0, 1) be the unit sphere in the smooth norm given by 
Theorem 3.2. 
Since 3 is closed we may select a subinterval [a, b] of [x, y] with [a, 6) c (S)- 
with b E s Since u ti S, there exists u > 0 such that B( a, 2~) fl S= 0. Without loss 
of generality suppose a = I. Let A = sup{ a 1 a 3 1 and B(x + a( a - x), 1) n 5 = 0). 
Since B(u,2)fIs=0 we have that h>l. Let T=UlsasATo and T,=U05,cATa 
where T, = B( x + a( u - x), 1). Note that T and T, are closed convex sets each with 
nonempty interior. Without loss of generality, we may suppose that x + h(u -x) is 
the origin. By the construction of T and Tl and since A > 1 we have that: 
(A) S(O,l)flbd T#4) and p(S(O,l)nbd T,S)=O, 
(B) S(O,l)nbd T=S(O, 1)flbd T,, 
(C) xeint T,. 
Suppose that LJ E S(0, 1) fl bd TI. Since int Tl # 0 there exists a hyperplane aV 
containing u and supporting T, . Since B(0, 1) c T, and o E B(0, l), r-I, also supports 
B(0, 1) and we have that H, = cf, = 1). 
We claim thatSu(x) s 0. Suppose not. By (C) x E int T, so that 0 <h(x) < “1. Define 
zbyz=tr+x-f,(x)uandnotethatf,(z)=l.ThuszEH,.Thenp(x,H,)~))z-xl~= 
310 -&)4l= 11 -L?ol. s ince O<fo(x) c 1 we have that 11 -&(x)1 = 1 -fu(x) and 
1 -fu(x) < 1. Thus p(x, H,) < 1. However, note that p(x, bd TJ s p(x, H,) since H, 
supports Tt . Thus p(x, bd Tl) < 1 a contradiction since by construction of 
T, , p(x, bd T,) = 1 and the claim is established. 
Choose r with r > &am S. ‘dy Lemma 3.1 there exists 6 > 0 such that for any 
UE S(0, 1) we have that B(O,$ and conv St( K, R) are strictly separated by fV = 2 
(where R = An(1, r) and K = B(u, 6) fl R). Since by (A), p(S(0, 1) fl bd T, S) = 0 we 
may choose u E S(0, 1) fl bd T such that D = B( u, S) fI S # 0. Since r > diam S and 
SC R we have that St( 0, S) c St( K, R). Recall that x E conv St( 0, S). Note that 
fv = a strictly separates conv St@, S) and B(0, 4). By (B), u E S(0, 1) fl T, and SO by 
the previous claim fL’(x) e 0 but this contradicts that x E conv St( 0, S). 
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